A comparison of in vitro methods for determining the membrane receptor expression in cell lines.
Determining the number of expressed receptors per cell (NRPC) in cell lines is an important prerequisite for many experimental procedures in biomedical research. This paper focuses on the comparison of a newly developed method of determining NRPC - the Kinetic extrapolation method (KEX) - with the standard saturation method. These two methods, both based on radiolabeled ligand-receptor binding, were compared with the data on receptor expression found using quantified western blotting. Four cell lines with different expressions of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) were chosen for the experiment: A431, HaCaT, HCT116 and HepG2. Two radiolabeled monoclonal antibodies specific for EGFR were used as ligands: [(131)I]-cetuximab and [(131)I]-panitumumab. The classic manual technique based on the saturation of cell receptors was performed on cells seeded in 24-well plates. The KEX method uses the LigandTracer, a special instrument which detects ligand retention in real time from seeded cells onto a rotating Petri dish. The western blot analysis was performed according to the routinely used procedure. A very close accordance between the manual saturation technique and the KEX method was found in all four cell lines used. The NRPC in the cell lines follows the same order using both ligands: A431>HaCaT>HCT116≈HepG2. Similarly, consistent data on EGFR expression in the studied cell lines were obtained using western blot analysis and the radiolabeled ligand binding assays. The KEX method could be as similarly useful for determining receptor expression as is the classic saturation method and western blotting.